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Welcome to
Capital Creation
Dear Colleagues,
With European fundraising at a record high, and valuations matching this
increase, what impact will this have on private equity and venture capital returns?
How can the market best prepare for the growing competition for the best deals?
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Capital Creation provides the perfect platform to engage in those all-important
conversations as you prepare for 2018 fundraising and investment.
Your senior-level peers will be sharing insights on where they are seeing returns,
how to better meet investor needs, how to find new strategies for portfolio
restructuring and what value creation looks like in the current European market.
If you specialise in private equity or venture capital, then this is the conference
for you. Our agenda has been crafted for you by senior investment professionals
from leading institutional investors and fund managers. It is practical, interactive,
and packed with essential information.
Discuss and debate how the European private equity landscape is evolving and
what this means for you, including the most pressing topics such as how to source
venture and high growth opportunities, best execution of co-investments and fund
restructuring, plus understand how the debt market is impacting private equity.
Don’t just listen, participate! Take advantage of the range of our interactive
formats, including roundtables, workshops, think tanks, interviews and debates,
giving you the opportunity to field your questions to industry leaders in more
intimate and smaller group formats.
With 300 Director and Partners in attendance, and more than 80 expert
speakers, Capital Creation is the place to go to network with Europe’s most
active investors and source new partnerships for the year ahead.
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We look forward to welcoming you to Monaco in September 2016.
Best wishes,

Susie Benaim
Content Director
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www.capitalcreationeurope.com
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Your Keynote Speakers
Be Inspired – Here’s a Selection of Your 2016 Keynotes
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Be Inspired. Learn from Market Thought-Leaders Including
Institutional Investors:
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Be Inspired. Learn from Market Thought-Leaders Including
Fund Managers:
Stephen Tang
Director, Credit
KKR

Tom Sargeant
Managing Director
Bain Capital

Martin Schimmler
Managing Director
CVC Capital Partners

Michael Sotirhos
Senior Managing Director, Investor
Relations & Business Development
Blackstone
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Richard Howell
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AN IDEAL VENUE
Set in a unique location in
Monaco, overlooking the
Mediterranean Sea, Le Meridien
Beach Plaza Monte Carlo Hotel
is the only hotel that has its own
private beach. Ideally located
within walking distance of
Monaco’s most renowned tourist
attractions, this breathtaking
location is the most serene place
to reside in Monte Carlo, in a chic
and contemporary atmosphere.

A SPECIAL EVENING
You will not want to miss Capital
Creation’s famously relaxed and
intimate networking evenings.
Al-fresco meeting spaces,
cocktail receptions and two gala
dinners hosted directly on the
beach in Monaco, are the perfect
way to unwind and discuss the
day’s events with your new
connections or your old friends!

Venue
The Perfect Location To Mix Business With Pleasure
A MAGICAL CITY
This confetti principality might be the world’s second-smallest country
but, what it lacks in size, it makes up for in attitude.

+44 (0)2073689854

·

capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk

·

www.capitalcreationeurope.com
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Why Sponsor
Industry-wide exposure to clients and key prospects
Gain new sales leads by meeting with 200 of
the European Private Equity elite community
in hosted sessions, roundtables and panel
discussions
Ensure over 24 hours of unrivalled networking
time to develop successful relationships with
your existing and potential clients
Build customer loyalty by meeting your existing
clients and reinforcing your position as a market
leader in the Private Equity industry
Demonstrate your product or solution in front
of the entire Private Equity community
Hear where the new investment opportunities
are to identify new business prospects for your
firm to capitalise on

For Sponsorship Opportunities Contact:
Robert Hancox
Sponsorship Director
Phone: +44 (0)2070361388

Sponsors:
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OPENING KEYNOTE INTERVIEW:
Evaluating the global economic outlook for the next 5 years- what
does this means for future private equity investment opportunities?

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATION:

Martin Schimmler
Managing Director
CVC Capital Partners

How to develop a truly
diversified and balanced
portfolio that successfully
manages risk and volatility in 2017

LP-ONLY BOARDROOMS

Christophe de Montrichard
Managing Director, Head of Strategic
Asset Allocation
UBS

(limited to 20 professionals)
1. How to best execute and plan a
successful co-investment - the
who, what, when and why?

‘WOMEN IN
PRIVATE EQUITY’
THINK TANK:

What’s New
for 2016?

This women-only interactive
seminar looks at what it means to be a
woman in private equity in 2017.
·· Make direct connections that lead to real business deals,
benefitting you and your organisation
·· Extend your professional network amongst the next generation
of leading women and investment professionals
·· Enhance your career by learning from, and being inspired by,
some of Europe’s most successful and influential women leaders
Session leader: Deidre Davies
Director
Deutsche Bank Private Equity & Private Markets
Limited spaces, so please do reserve your space early.

+44 (0)2073689854

·

capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk

·

www.capitalcreationeurope.com

Boardroom leader:
Jason Cavanagh
CEO
Saint Leonard Family
Office

2. How to best plan and execute direct investments
Boardroom leader: Thorsten Gohlke
Managing Partner
GFEP Family Equity

OXFORD STYLE DEBATE:
Fund restructuring is a better route for gaining liquidity than
secondary direct transactions - for and against
Moderator: Christiaan De Lint
Partner
Headway Capital

Paul Newsome
Executive Director and Head
of Investments
Unigestion

Alister Wormsley
Partner
Compass Partners

Nash Waterman
Executive Director
Morgan Stanley Alternative
Investment Partners
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Why attending Capital
Creation delivers a
valuable ROI
LPs
Benchmark against 150+ institutional investors who share
their most pressing challenges and strategies in asset allocation,
deployment and portfolio management
Engage in discussions, debates and closed door think tanks to
delve further into your biggest investor-specific market issues.
Find actionable solutions!
Gain more visibility on how your capital is being invested
and managed with case studies from some of the most active,
innovative and successful fund managers in Europe

GPs
Gain direct insight into how 50+ LPs are meeting their investor
demands as well as revealing their investment criteria for
2016/2017
Benchmark against leading European fund managers, plus top
global GPs on their investment strategies and which markets are
providing the best returns
Explore innovative and successful approaches to fundraising that
aim to speed up the process, hit size and targets and reduce costs,
in an increasingly competitive market

+44 (0)2073689854

·

capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk

·

www.capitalcreationeurope.com

Solution Providers
Make new contacts with 300 private equity Directors and Partners –
attend our interactive sessions, networking breaks and drinks reception to
forge these important relationships
Identify new market demands – do not miss exclusive insight from
leading market participants on where they are investing and what they
require to ensure you’re meeting their demands
Be seen as a leader – present your solution to 300 senior level
investment professionals who are looking for solutions
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Main Conference Day One
Monday 19th September 2016

13.00

Registration and welcome coffee

13.30

Welcome remarks from Susie Benaim, Programme Director, Capital
Creation 2016

13.35

Welcome remarks from the Chairperson

14.30

With constant debate over how to successfully balance risk and returns through private equity
investments, this panel provides a platform for 3 key investors to share how they view PE today
and how they are adapting their allocations. 2 fund managers, Summa Equity and Access Capital
Partners, give practical examples of how they have actively reduced the risk in these investments.
·· Cost vs performance: What is the ideal balance when choosing to invest in PE assets vs. other
performing asset classes?
·· How can private equity sustain its rate of return in a low growth economy?
·· How do PE cash flows and performance metrics compare to other alternative asset classes?
·· How are growing interests and improved performance in real estate and infrastructure
investments affecting private equity allocations?
Thomas McComb, Managing Director, Private Equity, JP Morgan Asset Management

EUROPE’S EVOLVING PRIVATE EQUITY LANDSCAPE
13.45

OPENING KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Private equity: Is this just the
beginning for real private equity growth and what are the challenges
and opportunities for investors and managers in 2018?
Over the last 24 years, Antoine has founded and developed 3 innovative ventures in private
equity. The founder of Triago, a global leader in fundraising, secondary and strategic advisory
and founder of Mantra, an investment company focused on listed private equity funds and nontraditional private equity funds. His latest venture is Palico, the world’s first online private equity
fund marketplace for fundraising, co-investment and secondary opportunities, providing him
insight into market trends and investments behaviour that can be used to evaluate whether a
market correction is imminent.
·· How close are we to a market correction and what will be the fallout for the European private
equity market?
·· How are changes in public market valuations and transaction volumes influencing future private
equity investment opportunities during a correction?
·· How are changes in the stress and debt market bought on by market correction impacting
investment opportunities in private equity?
·· How is the impending probability of a market correction changing investor behaviour and
attitudes towards higher-risk investment opportunities?
Antoine Drean, Founder, Chairman and CEO, Palico

+44 (0)2073689854

·

capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk

·

www.capitalcreationeurope.com

DISCUSSION PANEL: How to adjust Private Equity investments to
perform in a low growth environment with increased risk and volatility

Per Wimmer, CEO, Wimmer Family Office
Louis Trincano, Senior Advisor, Partner, Access Capital Partners
Reynir Indahl, Partner, Summa Equity
Merrick McKay, Managing Director, Private Equity, SL Capital Partners

MAKING SMARTER INVESTMENT DECISIONS
15.10

DISCUSSION PANEL: How to identify and work with first-time funds
and emerging managers to gain outsize returns
With more than half of European private equity investors intending to invest in first-time funds
in the next two years, new opportunities for would-be fund managers and new challenges for
investors are fast emerging. Gain insight from two investors, a fund manager and a major law firm
as they debate where this trend is coming from and how the industry is preparing for new market
players and future collaboration.
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·· What are the strategies and approaches to find effective first-time funds?
·· How to identify what the fund offers that is different to other more established managers and
if they are worth the collaboration
·· Risk vs performance: how to take educated risks that ensure you outperform the benchmark
with first time funds
·· Identifying when best to engage with the fund manager and how this impacts the success of
the partnership in the long term
·· Defining exactly what ‘track record’ means with first time funds
·· What contingency plan do the new fund managers have in a downturn and how much of a
deciding factor is this when choosing to work with them?
Thierry Wolff, Investment Manager, EIF

17.10

Christophe is the driving force behind the Global Tactical Asset Allocation strategy at UBS, which
seeks to maximise total portfolio return through capital appreciation and income distribution
over the full market cycle, managing assets under management of $2.04 trillion. Christophe
is responsible for executing strategies that give great flexibility and are unrestricted, often
independent of any benchmark, allowing more active management that reacts swiftly in changing
market conditions.
·· Evaluating portfolio performance and where the opportunities can be made- how has this
changed over the last 5 years?
·· Which successful strategies are managers are using to reposition their portfolios?
·· Are fund managers making the right decision at the right time and how will this impact overall
returns?
·· What are the portfolio analysis and financial models that really identify future investment
opportunities?
Christophe de Montrichard, Managing Director, Head of Strategic Asset Allocation, UBS

Marc der Kinderen, Managing Partner, 747 Capital
Christopher Good, Partner - Investment Management Group, Macfarlanes
Benjamin Alt, Executive Director, European Investments, Adveq Management
Moderator: Sarah Clarke, Director, Ffs
15.45

Afternoon coffee and networking

16.25

INTERACTIVE ROUNDTABLES: Exploring what market influences are
driving sector-specific PE investment opportunities

17.30

OUT OF INDUSTRY: The role of Behavioural Economics in
investment biases
Paul is fascinated by decision making, investment and psychology (not forgetting happiness,
history, humans and humour). After 27 years working for three amazing firms, Schroders, PIMCO
and Goldman Sachs he set up Paul Craven Partners in order to promote Behavioural Economics
in business. Some call it Behavioural Science or Behavioural Finance. The focus of the company
is to provide valuable insights and a strong competitive advantage to those firms and individuals
who embrace it, whether in executive decision-making, investment, sales, marketing or in society
at large.

Informal, subject-specific roundtables give you an opportunity to drill down into the details of
a sector that is important to you. Benefit from the knowledge and expertise of your industry
leading roundtable hosts. Each roundtable is limited to 12 people for maximum interaction and
is designed so you can meet like-minded peers and source practical solutions collaboratively.
An exceptional way to get to grips with your key challenges. Grab a coffee and chose a table; all
roundtables will happen simultaneously and you are encouraged to bring your own questions and
suggestions, pre-prepared or otherwise.
·· How are current economic trends affecting these sectors and investment potential?
·· What are the returns seen in each sector now and predicted for 2017?
·· How have valuations changed over the last year and how has this impacted investment
behaviour?
·· Where and how are these opportunities to be found?
1. Technology - Reynir Indahl, Partner, Summa Equity

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: How to develop a truly diversified and
balanced portfolio that successfully manages risk and volatility in 2017

Paul Craven
Investment Specialist on
Behavioural Economics
18.00

Day one closing remarks from the Chairperson & welcome reception

2. Healthcare/Biotech - Michèle Ollier, General Partner, Medicxi Ventures
3. Energy - Simon Eaves, Head, Clean Energy and Infrastructure, Capital Dynamics
4. Real estate and infrastructure
5. Business services

+44 (0)2073689854

·

capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk

·

www.capitalcreationeurope.com
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Main Conference Day Two
Tuesday 20th September 2016

08.00

LP only breakfast briefing

09.20

This exclusive networking breakfast is specific to private equity investors where you can discuss
LP specific challenges amongst peers. Topics to discuss include asset class trends, portfolio
allocation strategies, the LP-GP relationship and other current issues. Take advantage of this
private, off-the-record session.
08.00

Morning breakfast and networking

08.55

Opening remarks from the Chairperson-

With the European fund landscape becoming increasingly competitive, what do GPs need to
provide to really stand out and offer value to their investors? Discover how 3 fund managers,
each with a sector or geographical speciality, have carved out a niche in the European market
whilst using new business opportunities to gain the returns they need.
·· How has the importance of a track record evolved in the current fundraising landscape?
·· How does outperformance compare with specialist funds and generalist funds in the mid cap
market?
·· Evaluating the balance between high fees and full transparency- with a quality manager, where
is the balance for the investor and how does this impact on fund choice?
·· What are the sectors that are attractive now and why and what do they offer that current
funds don’t?
·· Where can investors find these funds and how accessible are they to get into? What are the
investment realities?
Paul Mizrahi, Managing Partner, BlackFin Capital Partners

Adrienne Lawler, Former Newsreader for the BBC & Sky, Now You’re Talking

FINDING FUNDS THAT PERFORM
09.00

OPENING KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: Evaluating the global
economic outlook for the next 5 years- what does this means for
future private equity investment opportunities?

Samantha Hutchinson, Partner, Dentons

CVC Capital Partners is one of the world’s leading private equity and investment advisory firms,
with approximately US$80 billion in secured commitments across European and Asian private
equity, credit and growth funds. Martin leads the European Investor Relations team where he is
responsible for evaluating the investment needs for institutional investors across Europe.
·· How have fundamental changes to the global financial system and increased deleveraging
changed financial organisation’s attitude to PE?
·· What is the impact of tighter credit and increased government intervention on the pace of
globalisation and how will private equity play a constructive role in the current situation?
·· What are the current initiatives to create a healthier and more stable economy to drive investor
confidence with PE returns?
·· Why has there been such an increase in non-European fund managers looking at European PE
investments and is this trend expected to continue over the next 5 years?
Martin Schimmler, Managing Director, CVC Capital Partners

+44 (0)2073689854

·

capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk

·

www.capitalcreationeurope.com

DISCUSSION PANEL: Genuine fund differentiation - What do
European funds need to offer to stand out and survive in Europe’s
private equity market?

Pierre-Antoine de Selancy, Managing Partner, 17Capital
Benjamin Arm, Head of the Buyout & Growth Capital, Omnes Capital
10.00

Morning coffee and networking
NEW DEMANDS OF THE 21ST CENTURY INVESTOR

10.40

LP QUESTION TIME: Breaking down the new investment requirements
of the European pension fund – what do fund managers need to know?
·· How is PE perceived by investors and what are the de-risking strategies they are looking at?
·· What is the importance of understanding the valuation mechanisms of GPs when evaluating
how they manage risk
Page 11

Jean-Francois Le Ruyet, Partner, Quilvest Private Equity

·· What level of transparency is really needed? How is this executed in practice and how can the
costs involved be effectively managed?
·· The increasing importance of ESG: How is this being reported and how influential is it in
choosing new fund managers?
Moderator: Nigel van Zyl, Partner, Private Investment Funds Group, Proskauer
Speaker tbc, Pension fund
11.00

Maurizio Arrigo, Head, PE, Pictet Alternative Investments
Jesse de Klerk, Investment Director, RobecoSAM Private Equity
Moderator: Olaf Neubert, Managing Partner, Top Capital Advisors
12.25

OXFORD STYLE DEBATE: Fund of funds are not needed in the
European PE landscape given the growing professionalism of the
investor market - for and against

Capital deployment has been increasingly challenging in Europe over the last few years, however
some do not have this problem. Tom, a leading Partner at a prominent law firm will dissect the
success of CVC Capital Partners and August Equity, a top market and lower-mid market manager
respectively, on how they analyse market opportunities in line with the fund sizes they are raising.

Secure your front row seat as the conference room becomes a battlefield. Witness industry
experts from both the pension fund, family office and fund of fund landscape battle out whether
fund of funds are truly needed in the current PE landscape. Who will deliver the knockout
argument to claim victory? Take your place and vote live.

·· Identifying what type of differentiation in deal sourcing works in a market where capital
deployment is increasingly more challenging
·· What are the more disciplined research strategies that really work when sourcing off-market
investment opportunities?
·· How can you demonstrate alpha in a market where GP quality and deal sourcing capabilities are
increasingly scrutinised?
·· Evaluating metrics for measuring the success of a deal: IRR vs money multiples- what works
best and why when showing capabilities in deal sourcing
Interviewer: Tom Whelan, Partner, Head, Private Equity, Hogen Lovells

·· For- Growing disintermediation of the market demonstrates that FoFs no longer provide a
needed service and investors have the capabilities to investment direct
·· For- FoFs are unable to provide separately managed account solutions
·· Against- FoFs offer a unique service to ensure investors are front of mind for good investments
opportunities
·· Against- FoFs provide a necessary route for sourcing good co-investment opportunities in
Europe
Debbie Philippides, Partner, Seligman Private Equity Select

Interviewees: Martin Schimmler, Managing Director, CVC Capital Partners &

Davide Deagostino, Principal, Portfolio Management, BT Pension Scheme Management

Philip Rattle, Managing Partner, August Equity

Louis Trincano, Senior Advisor, Partner, Access Capital Partners
11.50

DISCUSSION PANEL: What are the new requirements for GP
sourcing and how can investors better collaborate with them in today’s
competitive market?
With the growing efficiency of the investor market in Europe, analysis and scrutiny of fund
managers is growing. Benefit from 4 of Europe’s leading investors as they disclose exactly
what they look for when evaluating their fund managers. Learn what GPs really need to do to
demonstrate true value and provide the required transparency.
·· Outlining the requirements for understanding GP team dynamics and does this make for
longevity?
·· What is the track record of the GP and how is this measured?
·· How do fund managers incentivise their team to guarantee the performance required?
·· What is the deal sourcing and execution strategy?
·· What type of value-add does the GP bring and how can they accurately demonstrate this to the
investor?
·· How can the GP get the investor more involved in the end investment?
Jim Strang, Managing Director and Head of Europe, Hamilton Lane

+44 (0)2073689854

·

capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk

·

www.capitalcreationeurope.com

INTERVIEW: How can data-driven research and smarter investment
approaches allow for more effective deal sourcing and capital
deployment?

12.50

Lunch

12.50

LUNCHTIME THINK TANK: Women in Private Equity- connecting
the next generation of women business leaders
With fewer than 10% of senior level positions in PE held by women, the future success of the
industry requires a more diverse set of participants. This networking lunch provides a platform
for women to form relationships that will help dictate the development of the industry.
·· Make direct connections that lead to real business deals, benefitting you and your organisation
·· Extend your professional network amongst the next generation of leading women and
investment professionals
·· Enhance your career by learning from, and being inspired by, some of Europe’s most
successful and influential women leaders
Session leaders: Deidre Davies, Director, Deutsche Bank Private Equity & Private Markets
& Alexsis de Raadt St James, Founder and Managing Partner, Merian Ventures
With limited spaces, guarantee your space now by emailing Susie.benaim@wbr.co.uk
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TRACK SESSIONS BEGIN

STREAM A: Collaboration and
Transparency in the LP-GP
Relationship

STREAM B: Secondaries and Portfolio
Restructuring

13.50

Chairperson’s opening remarks

Chairperson’s opening remarks

14.00

SPOTLIGHT ON INVESTOR
RELATIONS: What does IR mean
today and how is the investor
relations role evolving?

INTERVIEW: How are current
developments in the secondary
market impacting prices and
changing the market for buyers,
sellers and investors?

As the largest alternative investment firm in the
world, Blackstone specialises in private equity,
credit and hedge fund investment strategies,
as well as financial advisory services. Michael
drives the fundraising and business development
group in New York. He is heavily involved in all
facets of the fund raising business from business
development, origination and marketing strategy
to account coverage responsibility in the US,
Canada and the Middle East.
·· Moving from sales and fundraising role to a
relationship role: How has the market driven
this shift?
·· How can the increase need for technical
expertise changed and what has driven this?
·· What is the skill set needed by the IR
professional today?
·· How can companies realign their organisation
to develop a function as such and what are the
long term benefits?
Michael Sotirhos, Senior Managing Director,
Investor Relations & Business Development,
Blackstone

Witness a thorough evaluation of how the
secondary market has evolved over the last
few years and how it has influenced investment
practices and market prices. Gain insight from
SL Partners and Proskauer, who share extensive
experience in private equity secondaries as well
as lessons learned from working on many of
the landmark transactions in this area, both in
Europe and in the U.S.
·· How are the strategies of different secondary
funds developing as the market matures and
becomes more competitive?
·· What is the impact of the recent megafundraisings achieved by the larger secondary
funds?
·· How is the increasing use of leverage and
deferred consideration affecting pricing,
returns and cash flows?
·· With secondaries no longer being just about
entry discounts, what do investors expect
from secondaries?
·· How can smaller buyers cope in this
increasingly competitive environment? How
to choose your niche in the market and get
better returns
·· Will returns suffer moving forward and what
effect will this have on the market?
Interviewer: Bruno Bertrand-Delfau, Partner,
Proskauer

STREAM C: LP Only Boardrooms
(all workshops and boardrooms are limited to 20 professionals)

STREAM D:
Interactive Workshops and
Boardrooms
(all workshops and boardrooms are limited to 20 professionals)

LP ONLY BOARDROOM: How to
best execute and plan a successful
co-investment- the who, what,
when and why?
Jason founded the single family office, Saint
Leonard, and sits on the investment committee.
He advises and co-invests with other family
offices and HNWIs. Jason uses his 30+ years
of international experience in investment and
finance in Australasia and Europe, to lead the
discussion in:
·· Understanding what co-investments are best
for the type of investor and how to source the
best managers
·· Identifying the internal structure and
resources that is needed to jump on an
opportunity when it occurs and ensure
alignment of interest with your manager
·· How to demonstrate that they will add value
in the transaction and communicate this
·· How to put in processes that work to ensure
capital is ready when co-investments become
available
Leader: Jason Cavanagh, CEO, Saint Leonard
Family Office
This LP only workshop will be run Chatham
House, and is limited to 20 LPs, working on a
first come first served basis.

How to overcome funding
challenges for fund managers and
investors: What are the benefits of
capital call bridge facilities?
Capital call facilities have garnered attention
recently due to their strong performance
in the wake of the financial crisis. Adam has
extensive experience in providing fund level
credit facilities to Alternative Asset Managers.
Sam specialises in advising lenders to funds on
financing products across all fund sectors and
has been acting for lenders and funds for over
a decade. This interactive workshop provides a
unique opportunity to understand how these
facilities can truly benefit your organisation and
help you gain better control of you investments.
·· Bridging facilities: why are they so popular in
the current market?
·· When would bridging be necessary and why
would I use it?
·· Understanding the execution of a bridge
facility and factors to consider
·· What are the credit and legal considerations
and repayment processes for these facilities
Leaders: Adam Heaysman, Director, Asset
Based Finance, Raiffeisen Bank International
& Samantha Hutchinson, Partner, Dentons

Interviewee: Patrick Knechtli, Partner,
SL Partners
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14.20

QUICKFIRE SOLUTIONS: What
are the technology innovations
helping drive transparency and
business intelligence in fundraising
and fund management?
Join our quick fire solution session where 3
companies present their latest technology
to our audience in a bid to demonstrate how
valuable it is to the private equity market.
Discover how these disrupters can help drive
efficiency in your organisation and how they
work in practice. Will you find the next big
thing?
·· How are current due diligence requirements
driving innovation in the technology space?
·· With greater transparency and more complex
information recorded, what platforms are
capable of managing the data on the fund and
investment level?
·· How are current platforms allowing LPs more
control with more direct and separate account
deals?
·· What controls are in place to monitor security
threats and privacy concerns?
Speaker to be confirmed, Dynamo Software
Karine Litou, Group Head, Projects PERES,
Caceis

INTERVIEW: How do GP-led
transactions impact the way LPs
balance their portfolios?

13.50 Boardroom Continues

14.00 Session Continues

The past 3 years have seen enormous growth
in the number of GP-led restructurings and has
created potential conflicts of interest between
the manager and investors. This is arising from
related secondary transactions. Do not miss this
interview which looks at the LP and GP side of
the story and what can be done to ensure all
parties are getting the best deal and the returns
they expect.
·· How are GPs managing secondary buyers and
how does this influence their LP investment
strategies?
·· Evaluating the levels of transparency and
information needed to demonstrate changes
in price and how this provides more choice for
the seller
·· How is a GP’s ability to restructure portfolios
changing the GP selection process
·· Where are the more niche investment
opportunities and how have GPs encouraged
this?
·· How has remaining in a fund been more
beneficial to the end investor compared to
selling their stake?
Interviewer: Mark McDonald, Head, EMEA &
Asia Secondaries, Credit Suisse
Interviewee: Andre Aubert, Partner, LGT
Capital Partners
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15.00

DISCUSSION PANEL: What does value creation
really mean to you?
This LP driven panel illustrates the variety of definitions investors
have for value creation, how they leverage this to analyse GP
performance and how it affects who they chose to partner with.
Discover what Abbott Capital, Argenthal and 747 Capital require
in their investment portfolios, followed by Argos Soditic, who
provide the fund manager perspective on how they are catering
for these evolving investor demands in todays’ market.
·· An outline of LP’s criteria for what good value creation is for
them
·· How do they evaluate value add and what is really important?
Sustainability, profitability- what mix is needed?
·· Real examples of the dream vs. reality
·· How has the attitude towards ESG changed and how integrated
into current due diligence and value add is it now?
·· How has asset allocation changed in reflection to real value add?
·· How do GP’s differentiate value creation strategies in practice?
·· What role does leverage play in value creation in today’s market?
·· How do GPs create growth in a low growth environment?
Jobst Klemme, Director, Abbott Capital Management
Alan Gauld, Investment Manager, Aberdeen Asset Management
Guy Semmens, Partner, Argos Soditic

OXFORD STYLE DEBATE: Fund restructuring
is a better route for gaining liquidity than
secondary direct transactions- for and against
Secure your front row seat as the conference room becomes
a battlefield. Join the fight as industry experts from Compass
Partners, Unigestion and Morgan Stanley AIP debate if fund
restructuring is the better route for liquidity. All participants have
extensive experience in their respective transactions, but who
will deliver the knockout argument to claim victory? Take your
place and vote live.
·· For- Fund restructuring provides a better option when new
GPs are not available
·· For- Fund restructuring helps reduce costs and fees for all
contributors
·· Against- Secondary directs are better for the end investor
·· Against- Fund restructuring encourages conflicts of interest
and impossible challenges for alignment of intent
Moderator: Christiaan De Lint, Partner, Headway Capital
Against: Alister Wormsley, Partner, Compass Partners
For: Paul Newsome, Executive Director and Head of
Investments, Unigestion
For: Nash Waterman, Executive Director, Morgan Stanley
Alternative Investment Partners

Gijs van Thiel, Managing Partner, 747 Capital

15.40

LP ONLY BOARDROOM: How to best plan and
execute direct investments
Thorsten founded a leading investment office that professionalises
long-term portfolio ownership for large enterprising families and
institutions. GFEP Family Equity strategically structures, builds and
manages bespoke portfolios of direct and strategic investments.
The investment office thereby creates scalable entrepreneurial
value for its clients. What type of investments do direct
investments work best for?
·· How do club deals work and how can you best make yourself
available for these?
·· Understanding the cost benefits in fee reduction and what this
means regarding cost savings
·· Balancing whether due diligence pressures and the time needed
to manage direct investment is realistic and ‘workable’ for your
organisation
·· What are the operational benefits when having more control
over the investment?
·· What is the long term investment opportunities for investors
engaged with direct investments?
·· How to source deals and demonstrate due diligence
Leader: Thorsten Gohlke, Managing Partner, GFEP Family
Equity
This LP only workshop will be run Chatham House, and is limited
to 20 LPs, working on a first come first served basis.

Afternoon coffee break and networking
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TRACK SESSIONS CONTINUE

16.20

STREAM A: The Evolution of Co-investments

STREAM B: Exploiting Europe’s Private Debt Boom

STREAM C: Interactive Workshops and
Boardrooms

How is the growing appetite for co-investments
influencing fundraising strategies?

INTERVIEW: Assessing how recent changes
in Europe’s debt market are impacting private
equity portfolios and future deal opportunities

FUNDRAISING MASTERCLASS: How to
successfully navigate the European fundraising
landscape in light of new market regulations

Bain Capital is one of the world’s leading private alternative asset
management firms, whose affiliates collectively manage over
$75bn. With over $30 billion in assets under management, Bain
Capital Credit is a global leader in opportunistic fixed income
and credit investing. Tom leads Bain Capital Credit’s London
office and is responsible for investor relations and business
development.

As the largest alternative investment firm in the world, Blackstone
specialises in private equity, credit and hedge fund investment
strategies, as well as financial advisory services. Michael drives
the fundraising and business development group in New York. He
is heavily involved in all facets of the fund raising business from
business development, origination and marketing strategy to
account coverage across the world, with extensive experience in
ensuring due diligence throughout each fund.

Richard heads up the investor team at PAI Partners, one of the
top 30 global GPs by AUM, and is the leading private equity
investor in the French market. He is responsible for managing all
interactions with the Firm’s investors, and has been involved in
managing and advising dedicated private equity funds with a total
equity value of over €7 billion. Over the last decade, PAI has led
45 transactions in 8 European countries for a value of more than
€30 billion.
·· How are GPs dealing with increased requests for coinvestments?
·· What are the conflicts of interest that you need to identify and
address?
·· How central is that promise of co-investments becoming to get
funds raised?
·· How are GPs managing co-investment requests once investors
are in the fund?
·· What is the reality of GPs forced to do deals given increasing
pressures in co-investments and how does this impact returns?
Richard Howell, Partner, PAI Partners

·· What investments are available to institutional investors in
alternative credit?
·· Overview of capital flows and terms for debt financing
·· How should an investor think about being compensated
for taking different risks such as asset class, credit quality,
geography or liquidity
·· How has the European direct lending market changed in the last
5 years and why? What does this mean for LPs?
·· Has the changing regulatory treatment of CLOs impacted their
attractiveness to LPs?
·· Choosing fewer debt managers, but getting deeper into these
relationships – how does this work in practice?
·· Is there enough deal supply to support the growing number of
debt funds?
·· Where next for Credit? Great white hope or great white
elephant?
Tom Sargeant, Managing Director, Bain Capital
Hans Van Swaay, Partner, Lyrique
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·· Understanding what AIFMD means to you and your investment
plan
·· How to accurately explain fees to your investors and how these
compare to the returns gained
·· What does AIFMD require for reporting processes and
formats?
·· Update on how carry interest is presented and how this affects
the cost of transaction structures?
·· How to best manage compliance costs and what has worked for
other funds?
·· How have increased transparency requirements put strain
on those operating in mid-cap funds and what are the
opportunities?
Masterclass leader: Michael Sotirhos, Senior Managing Director,
Investor Relations & Business Development, Blackstone
This masterclass is limited to 20 attendees and is highly
recommended to fund managers.
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16.40

THE INVESTOR STORY: Evaluating how coinvestments have changed the attitude and
behaviour of investors towards private equity
and how this will affect future fundraising
activities
This LP only discussion panel provides the ideal platform to show
case how three prominent LPs evaluate their GP’s co-investment
capabilities when assessing and choosing which fund managers
to partner with in the current PE landscape. Gain a thorough
understanding of how a GPs’ ability to offer good co-investments
could change future fundraising opportunities and how this could
impact future PE market dynamics.

DISCUSSION PANEL: How are investors’
attitudes towards debt funds evolving and
how will this influence future allocations and
investments?
Gain insight from all the major market participants, including a top
5 global GP, a prominent family office, and a leading pension fund,
on exactly how the changing debt market has impacted private
equity investor allocations towards debt. Find out what they
look for in a debt fund manager and how the fund landscape is
different to that of traditional private equity.

·· What are the returns being seen in the co-investment market in
Europe?
·· How have reduced fees changed attitudes to more expensive
private equity deals?
·· Evaluating what opportunities cost investments has provided
regarding further deal opportunities and exposure to other
markets
·· Discovering how can capital deployment be increased with fund
managers and how this reduces the J-curve effect with private
equity investing
·· Overcoming concerns of how successful and cost effective FoFs
and GPs are when executing co-investments
Elias Korossis, Partner, Head of Strategy and Environmental
Investing, Hermes GPE

·· What are the long-term investment opportunities with debt
structures?
·· Evaluating the risks and merits of different debt strategies
and products: How can the debt industry provide attractive
offerings and can this cost structures be supported?
·· What is the reality of private debt vs private equity returns and
how is this changing allocation of the two?
·· How have allocations changed and what are the predicted
allocations for 2017?
·· How is the secondary private debt landscape developing and
where are the transactions being found?
·· How can you ensure that the debt funds have the necessary
exposure in the market and can find good deals
·· What type of funds and capital structures are investors are
investing in? Mezzanine, senior debt etc.
Stephen Tang, Director, Credit, KKR

Wolfgang Müller, Partner, LGT Partners

Per Wimmer, CEO, Wimmer Family Office

David Smith, Senior Managing Director and Co-Head, CoInvestments, Capital Dynamics

Bill Ammons, Senior Principal, Principal Credit Investments,
CPPIB Credit Investments
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VENTURE, TECHNOLOGY & HIGH GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
17.20

17.40

The reality of risk vs. return in 2017 venture capital investments: how
to source managers that provide the returns you need

FIRE SIDE CHAT: How to provide stand out management and
operational value add to accelerate growth in the European
entrepreneur buy out sector
Tenzing Private Equity invest £5 to £15m equity into UK based lower mid market buyouts across
all sectors, working with inspiring people to support entrepreneurs and senior teams of high
growth SMEs. Discover direct from the CEO of Reward Gateway, one of the entrepreneurial
businesses Tenzing have invested in, how they have added value and how the investment process
is different with entrepreneurs, compared to more traditional management teams.

Rick is a two-time software entrepreneur with a deep technical background. At USVP, Rick
focuses on software (enterprise SaaS and security) and consumer services (mobile and
e-commerce). In software, Rick currently serves on the Board of Directors at Act-On Software,
Skytree, ThreatMetrix, and Wayin. In consumer services, Rick currently serves on the Board
of Directors at EasilyDo, HotelTonight, Pluto TV, and ScoreBig. Rick previously managed
numerous USVP investments that have seen successful exits, including Intermolecular, Instantis,
myYearbook and Yammer. He also was instrumental in USVP’s investment in Trusteer (acquired
by IBM).

·· What do managers want from the business plans of portfolio companies?
·· What to portfolio companies want from their managers?
·· What are the reporting structures and formats that work best when [demonstrating
compliance and due diligence] to the portfolio company?
·· What are the new operational approaches that work with niche growth buyout organisations
and how does this compare to more traditional managers?
·· Can they effectively demonstrate experience in this sector, and if not, what else can they
demonstrate as an alternative track record?
·· What are the alternatives to sitting on the board when adding real value?
·· How can managers source these top quality businesses?
Guy Gillon, Founder, Tenzing Private Equity

·· What is essential when evaluating a VC fund and how can you evaluate performance when the
fund does not have a track record?
·· How have fund managers engaged investors in venture capital?
·· How can risk mitigation be demonstrated and how can this play into a greater diversification of
investments?
·· How do GPs need to be supported in venture investments?
·· With competition growing, what are the best routes for finding the newer venture capital
opportunities?
·· Where are the opportunities outside of Europe, and how do these compare to European VC?
Richard Lewis, General Partner, U.S. Venture Partners

Christian Hamilton, Managing Partner, Tenzing Private Equity
Glenn Elliott, CEO & Founder, Reward Gateway
18.10

Game session: Have I got ‘Private Equity’ news for you?
Do not miss our closing game show, based on the popular TV show, where 4 of our speakers
discuss and debate the private equity market’s most interesting and topical stories in a fun and
very lively format!

18.30

Cocktail reception followed by dinner on the beach

“The event’s size creates the perfect atmosphere to
network in a less pressured and more beneficial way
with the market’’ - Christiaan de Lint, Partner, Headway Capital Partners
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Main Conference Day Three
Wednesday 21st September 2016

09.30

Chairperson’s opening remarks -Adrienne Lawler, Former Newsreader
for the BBC & Sky, Now You’re Talking

09.40

OPENING KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: What makes a successful
deal in 2017? Insights from a portfolio company on managers that
successfully generate long-term growth and innovation
With 2 generations of funds successfully invested since 2002 and a third closed in 2014, Ardian’s
small cap activity has established a leading position across Europe with France, Germany and
Italy-based investment professionals. The Expansion team focuses on companies valued at less
than €150M, led by
François. He leads the investments in Iliad/Free, Sateco, SynerLAB, Altares, Arkadin, Cegos,
Micropross and Bio7.
·· What makes a well thought out and tested business plan to guarantee business from the
portfolio company?
·· What are the reporting structures and formats that work best when demonstrating compliance
and due diligence to the portfolio company?
·· How can managers best demonstrate they are prepared for potential underperformance and
can access debt easily
·· Can they effectively demonstrate experience in this sector, and if not, what else can they
demonstrate as an alternative track record?
·· What makes an outstanding private equity board director to drive revenue growth within the
portfolio company?
François Jerphagnon, Chief Investment Officer, Ardian Expansion

10.15

VENTURE SHOWCASE: Winning clients and landing deals- exploring
what makes a successful venture fund in the current European
landscape
This brand new and interactive session will be a unique showcase of 3 of the prominent VC funds
each giving a 10 minute case study on what they invested in, the type of company they targeted,
what returns they received and the growth they provided.
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·· Dissecting what has driven the revival of venture investments in Europe
·· Who are the investors open to VC investments and what do they need to see to invest?
·· How are established managers and micro-VCs evolving to accommodate this trend?
·· How different is collaboration with VC funds different to collaboration with a traditional
buyout fund?
Alexsis de Raadt St James, Founder and Managing Partner, Merian Ventures
Olaf Neubert, Managing Partner, Top Capital Advisors
10.45

Morning coffee and networking

11.15

DISCUSSION PANEL: How do impact investments provide longerterm returns and generate social and environmental value?
Sustainability and impact investing has moved into the mainstream in recent years. More and
more investors have come to realise that integrating environmental, social and governance
factors into their investment process can help them to achieve their financial objectives. Discover
how three specialist impact investors are evaluating and actively driving new investments in this
space, that not only provide an attractive return on investment, but also generate measurable
social or environmental impact.
·· How are differences in investment approaches for social impact investing compared to more
traditional buyout?
·· What are the criteria needed to decide if the investment will have a positive social or
environmental impact?
·· How to strike the best balance between financial stability and social good
·· How are impact reports and non-financial results audited?
·· How is social investment being perceived by the investor community? Why do some see it as a
separate asset class and will this change future allocations?
Silva Dezelan, Director, Sustainability, RobecoSAM Private Equity
Jamie Butterworth, Partner, Circularity Capital
Vincent O’Brien, Chairman Investment Committee, Nesta Impact Investments
Moderator: Pete Flynn, Director, Candela Capital
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11.50

Do current returns and fund performance demonstrate that now is the
time to invest in emerging markets?
·· Is now the time to invest in emerging markets? Evaluating the risk and return profile
·· How to best address challenges with regulations, documentation and fee requirements?
·· What are the sector, opportunities, geographies, exit and growth expectations that offer the
best investment opportunities?
·· What are the opportunities being seen in Asia that aren’t available in Europe and how can you
best source these fund managers?
·· How best to address hesitancy regarding exchange rates, lack of liquidity and limitations of
direct lending?
·· How are these investments structured and what are the benefits an pitfalls?
Vincent O’Brien, Chairman Investment Committee, Nesta Impact Investments

12.15

UNCONFERENCE LIVE: 2017 and beyond- What can we expect for
the European Private Equity market?
Design the conference agenda yourself and bring to light the next big opportunity or challenge
that you’ll be facing in your organisation. At the end of Day 3, reflect on highlights of last year’s
deal activity and trends for the year head, as well as the next big thing you’re facing that hasn’t yet
been addressed. A unique opportunity to prepare for the next big step-changes in your industry.
Paul Newsome, Executive Director and Head of Investments, Unigestion
Christiaan De Lint, Partner, Headway Capital
Maurizio Arrigo, Head, PE, Pictet Alternative Investments

12.45

Closing remarks from the chairperson

12.55

Networking lunch and close of Capital Creation 2016
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About Our Sponsors
August Equity
www.augustequity.com
August Equity is an independent
private equity firm investing between £10 to £30
million in UK based companies. It invests in buyouts of high growth service-orientated companies
in the UK mid-market. It has achieved a strong
track record based on acquiring controlling
interests in rapidly growing service-oriented
companies and building them into businesses of
scale by means of both add-on acquisitions and
organic growth.
August Equity focuses on those industries and
markets in the UK economy which are changing
and evolving rapidly, often driven by changes
in regulation, industry structure, new business
models or technology. August Equity’s research
and analysis has led it to pinpoint certain areas
within the healthcare industry and technologyenabled services. August Equity seeks to manage
risk as well as achieve outstanding returns by
building portfolios that are well-diversified
and only moderately leveraged.http://www.
augustequity.com
BlackFin Capital
Partners
www.blackfincp.com
BlackFin Capital Partners is a sector-focused
fund, specializing in Financial Services in Europe.
The firm’s strategy focuses on asset-light (as
opposed to balance-sheet intensive) businesses
in the financial services sector, across continental
Europe. Businesses of interest to BlackFin
include asset-management, institutional and
retail brokerage, distribution of insurance and
banking products, both digital and through
traditional channels, payments, processing, debt
management and collection, fund administration,
business process outsourcing and financial
technology.
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BlackFin operates as an active and influential
investor, substantially transforming its portfolio
companies by growing them organically,
improving operating margins and also through
an active buy and build strategy. The firm
supports successful management teams to take
their businesses to the next level.
BlackFin is a fully independent firm, run by
its four founding partners. Laurent Bouyoux,
Eric May, Bruno Rostain and Paul Mizrahi
have worked together as managers and
entrepreneurs in the financial industry for
decades. Altogether the team consists of 12
experienced professionals from different
European nationalities.
CACEIS
www.caceis.com
CACEIS is the asset servicing banking group
dedicated to institutional and corporate clients.
Through offices across Europe, North America
and Asia, CACEIS offers a broad range of
services covering depositary and custody,
fund administration, middle office outsourcing,
derivatives clearing, forex, securities lending,
fund distribution support and issuer services.
With assets under custody of €2.3 trillion and
assets under administration of €1.3 trillion,
CACEIS is one of the world market leaders in
asset servicing and the largest depositary bank
and the premier fund administrator in Europe.
Dentons
www.dentons.com
Dentons is the world’s
first polycentric global law firm. A top 20
firm on the Acritas 2015 Global Elite Brand
Index, the Firm is committed to challenging
the status quo in delivering consistent and
uncompromising quality and value in new
and inventive ways. Driven to provide
clients a competitive edge, and connected
to the communities where its clients want
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to do business, Dentons knows that
understanding local cultures is crucial to
successfully completing a deal, resolving a
dispute or solving a business challenge. Now
the world’s largest law firm, Dentons’ global
team builds agile, tailored solutions to meet
the local, national and global needs of private
and public clients of any size in more than
125 locations serving 50-plus countries.
Dynamo Software
www.dynamosoftware.
com
Dynamo Software is an investment
management software provider trusted by
over 350 alternative assets fund managers
and asset allocators worldwide. The
Dynamo™ suite, a product of deep ongoing
partnerships with clients since 1998,
is a Cloud-based, configurable solution
that consolidates fundraising, research
management, investor relations, portfolio
management, and reporting operations into
a single end-to-end platform.
Dynamo’s™ open architecture enables firms
to grow alongside a platform, eliminating
errors associated with customization and
providing control of the manipulation
and presentation of all data. A certified
Microsoft® Gold Partner, Dynamo™
provides tight integration with Microsoft
Office® programs, facilitating immediate
product adoption. The complementary
DynaMobile™ app provides access to
critical data and communications outside
the office through preferred mobile devices.
Dynamo Software also offers an Investor
Portal that integrates with the Dynamo™
CRM. This reporting extension empowers
firms to provide stakeholders with secure,
continuous access to performance data
while remaining within a branded site.

FIS
www.sungard.com/
private-equity
FIS is a global leader in financial services
technology, with a focus on retail and
institutional banking, payments, asset and
wealth management, risk and compliance,
consulting, and outsourcing solutions.
Through the depth and breadth of our
solutions portfolio, global capabilities
and domain expertise, FIS serves
more than 20,000 clients in over 130
countries. Headquartered in Jacksonville,
Fla., FIS employs more than 55,000
people worldwide and holds leadership
positions in payment processing, financial
software and banking solutions. Providing
software, services and outsourcing of the
technology that empowers the financial
world, FIS is a Fortune 500 company and
is a member of Standard & Poor’s 500®
Index. For more information about FIS,
visit www.fisglobal.com.
FIS’ Investran is an integrated application
suite that automates front-, middleand back-office processes for private
equity and alternative investment
firms. Investran helps improve business
efficiencies to facilitate collaboration,
support deal flow and automate
accounting. Firms rely on Investran’s
integrated capabilities to help meet their
needs in the entire investment life cycle,
including relationship management,
reporting, monitoring, accounting, fund
raising and deal pipeline management. For
more information on Investran, visit www.
sungard.com/private-equity.

About Our Sponsors
Omnes Capital
www.omnescapital.com

Hogan Lovells
www.hoganlovells.com
Hogan Lovells is a global legal
practice operating in some of the world’s most
complex legal environments. Our 2,500
lawyers on six continents help our clients
with the legal issues they face by providing
them with practical legal solutions wherever
possible.
We offer genuine global private equity
capability few competitors can match, with
critical mass in the UK, Continental Europe,
U.S., Middle East, Asia and an established
presence in Latin America and Africa.
Our global private equity team has extensive
experience advising private equity sponsors
and investment funds on their investments
and co-investments. We’re your strategic
collaborators from fund formation, to buy
out, portfolio management and refinancing
through to exit.
Macfarlanes
www.macfarlanes.com
From our base in
London, Macfarlanes advises many of the
world’s leading businesses and business
leaders. We are recognised for the quality of
our work, not just in dealing with the full range
of corporate and commercial matters, but in
advising our clients on their private affairs.
The nature of business today is that we
regularly advise on matters that reach across
multiple jurisdictions. By working with other
leading independent law firms and lawyers
around the world in each relevant jurisdiction,
we provide a seamless service, wherever and
whenever our clients need it.
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Omnes Capital is a major player in
private equity and infrastructure
with €2.1 billion in assets under management.
Omnes capital provides companies with the
capital needed to finance their growth and with
key expertise in a number of areas: Buyout &
Growth Capital, Venture Capital, Renewable
Energy, Co-Investment, Secondary Funds of
Funds. Omnes Capital was a subsidiary of Crédit
Agricole until March 2012. The firm is now
owned by its employees.
Omnes Capital is a signatory to the United Nations
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI).
Further information: www.omnescapital.com
Proskauer
www.proskauer.com
Proskauer is a leading
international law firm with 700+ lawyers active
in virtually every major market.
Our lawyers have established themselves as
leaders in private equity, with a strong track
record representing sponsors and institutional
investors worldwide in a broad range of
activities, from fund formation to exits and
everything in between. Whether negotiating
deal terms, providing innovative tax solutions or
advisory services for portfolio companies our
lawyers understand the unique challenges facing
the industry.
Headquartered in New York since 1875, the
firm has offices in Beijing, Boca Raton, Boston,
Chicago, Hong Kong, London, Los Angeles,
New Orleans, Newark, Paris, São Paulo and
Washington, D.C.
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Raiffeisen Bank
International
www.uk.rbinternational.com
Raiffeisen Bank International AG (“RBI”) is
one of the foremost corporate and investment
banks in Austria and a leading universal bank in
Central and Eastern Europe (“CEE”). It regards
both Austria and CEE as its home market. In
total about 51,500 people are employed across
the Group. RBI‘s shares are listed on the Vienna
Stock Exchange (ATX).
RBI offers corporate and investment banking
services to Austrian and international
companies, a tightly-knit universal banking
and retail network to corporate and retail
customers in CEE as well as corporate and
investment banking services in Europe, Asia
and the many of the world’s most important
financial centres.

The Fund Finance Team, which is part of the
Asset Based Finance group, provides a wide
range of fund financing solutions to private
equity, real estate and infrastructure funds
operating the European Economic Area and
CEE.
WSJ Pro Private Equity
www.wsj.com/pro/join/
privateequity
WSJ Pro Private Equity is a premium
membership service for elite practitioners,
powered by The Wall Street Journal’s peerless
reporting and Dow Jones’ specially curated
data. The service helps members drive
their daily decision making with an exclusive
suite of proprietary news, analysis, data and
newsmaker events that brings global private
equity trends into context.

Registration Information
·· Register: www.capitalcreationeurope.com
·· Telephone: +44 (0)2073689854
·· Email us: capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk
A member of our team will then call you to arrange your booking
Prices for General Partners
Please Note:
Early Bird Discount Ends
5th August
Main Conference
28th - 30th September
Gala Dinner
28th September
Gala Dinner
29th September

Final Price

SAVE £300
£3,999

£4,299

Prices for Private Equity Solution Providers
Early Bird Discount Ends
5th August
Main Conference
28th - 30th September
Gala Dinner
28th September
Gala Dinner
29th September

Final Price

SAVE £200
£4,799

£4,999

For questions about group discounts, please contact the Capital Creation
Team at: +44 (0)2073689854 or email capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk
Conference prices subject to 20% Monaco VAT
You can review our full cancellation and substitution policy, as well as data protection guidelines here.
Limited Partner Complimentary Passes and Cancellation Fee
By registering online you agree to Worldwide Business Research charging a “no show” fee of £400 + VAT if
you or a nominated replacement fails to attend the main conference.
No charge will be issued for cancellations received in writing more than 22 days before the main conference.
Complimentary Limited Partner places are allocated at the discretion of Worldwide Business Research.
Complimentary Limited Partner bookings made online are still subject to verification before final
confirmation by Worldwide Business Research.
Complimentary Limited Partner places are strictly reserved for Limited Partners and all tickets are allocated
at the discretion of Worldwide Business Research who reserve the right to cancel any online registrations
from those who do not meet the above buy side criteria.
Dinner Bookings
GPs and Vendors: Attendance needs to be confirmed in writing at least 5 weeks prior to each dinner, or they
will be automatically cancelled.
LPs: The dinners are not included in the complimentary pass and need to be purchased separately (£150 plus
VAT per dinner).
Please contact capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk for more information.

Prices for Limited Partners
Final Price
Main Conference
28th - 30th September

Complimentary Passes Available

Are you a Fund of Fund?
Please email capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk to confirm eligibility, or contact +44 (0)2073689854.

+44 (0)2073689854

·

capitalcreation@wbr.co.uk

·

www.capitalcreationeurope.com
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